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Search as
a service

www.intergator.de

Software & appliance solution

interface projects GmbH is the only German vendor to offer its Enterprise Search both as a  
software and as an appliance solution. The intergator Appliance is the perfect solution for customers 
striving for maximum performance with minimum integration efforts.

Why intergator? Gain a competitive edge by
improving decision making and advancing business processes

boosting performance and productivity

sharing knowledge effectively and improving collaboration

increasing customer satisfaction

maintaining information security and privacy issues

being always and everywhere up to date: intranet & enterprise search to go

intergator is a cross-system search engine, knowledge management and content analytics solution, based in part 
on machine learning. With intergator you will be able to retrieve smart data from big contents, thereby facilitating 
your business processes and saving valuable work time. Within seconds your employees and customers will find 
business-relevant information from millions of documents, emails, websites and other data sources. Integrate 
intergator into your existing system and enable a company-wide search under consideration of access rights.

intergator for ONE single point of access to all data sources

... and more
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Company-wide semantic and cross-lingual 
search within all internal information of an 
organization.

A seamless integration of existing systems 
such as wikis, blogs, databases or MS SharePoint 
into the targeted search provides permanent 
up-to-dateness.

Valuable work time is saved by easily accessing 
individual, bundled and shared information.

Using intergator Analytics, indexed information 
- both structured and unstructured - can be 
dynamically processed and analyzed in multiple 
dimensions.

Customized search applications support business 
processes,  e.g. in quality management, sales, 
customer service and human resources.

Company-specific compliance rules are auto-
matically monitored for the organization’s 
information management.

Personalized, customizable research frontend for notification of new matches, social bookmarking, shared search 
results and much more.

With intergator Analytics you can produce content and usage analyses and statistical analyses by means of interactive 
charts.

Navigator
The navigator search perspective, based on a hyperbolic tree, allows a 360-degree visualization of all data and is 
particularly suited for exploratory search.

Expert Finder
Find the most specialized employees in your company with the intergator Expert Finder, building upon named skills 
and topics!

Content Management
Integrate your content easily and conveniently into existing processes to manage and archive editorial contents. 
The user-friendly drag and drop functionality allows for information to be conveniently uploaded to a content store.

Mobile Search
An easy-to-use interface with comprehensive preview functions that requires no further applications. Compatible 
with all common mobile devices. 

Documentation Reader
Quickly locate text passages within large documents by means of the browser-integrated viewer and the visual 
highlighting of search hits. No additional plugins required.

OCR Service
With this text recognition modul text is extracted from scanned documents or image PDF files. Essential for effective 
full-text search and automatic metadata extraction.
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